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ABSTRACT In this work, an air-core ring fiber is designed with a record high 1322 orbital angular
momentum (OAM) modes at 1550 nm while maintaining radially single-mode condition. Moreover, it can
support over 1004 OAM modes across all O, E, S, C, and L bands, exploiting to our knowledge the highest
number of OAMmodes ever supported in the optical fiber within a wide wavelength range. Simulations show
that, across the C and L bands, the fiber with 55-µm air-core radius and 0.45-µm ring width can preserve
3.3 × 10−3 effective refraction index difference between the two highest-order OAM modes HE340,1 and
EH271,1. This enables efficient mode separation, and thus achieving stable OAM modes transmission. The
effective refractive index differences between the even and odd fiber eigenmodes are also analyzed in the
elliptical and bent fibers. We note that higher-order OAMmodes are more tolerant to the fiber ellipticity and
bending. This ring fiber design has the potential to increase the spectral efficiency and the overall capacity
in fiber-based communications system.

INDEX TERMS Orbital angular momentum, fiber optics, ring fiber, multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Acritical issue of the optical fiber communications society
is to meet the ever-growing requirement on data transmis-
sion capacity. Research and industrial development efforts
have been utilizing multiplexing technology through differ-
ent dimensions of photon, such as time, wavelength, ampli-
tude, phase, polarization, and space, to significantly increase
the capacity over the past few decades [1]. For example,
as the most popular and mature dimension, hundreds of
data-capacity increments can be achieved with wavelength-
division multiplexing (WDM) [2]. During the past decade,
coherent technology has been extensively developed and
implemented by the optical fiber communications industry.
By utilizing the dimensions of the polarization, amplitude,
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and phase, this technology can significantly increase the
spectral efficiency thus the overall data rate and capacity [3].
Fueled by emerging bandwidth-hungry applications, another
dimension of photon has recently gained much attention
in optical communications. Different fiber modes are being
investigated to carry independent data streams, which can
be spatial linearly polarized (LP) modes or orbital angular
momentum (OAM) modes [4], [5].

OAM has enabled a variety of applications, such as micro-
manipulation [6], [7], imaging [8], [9], and sensing [10], [11].
The distinguishing feature of an OAM beam is that it has
the helical phase front named as exp (ilθ ) and discrete value
of lη per photon, where θ refers to the azimuthal angle
and η is Plank’s constant. l is an unlimited value in theory
termed as the topological charge number, thus, the quantity of
OAM-carrying beams is infinite in principle. Since coaxially
light beams with different OAM states can be efficiently
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separated, it is possible to increase the spectral efficiency and
data capacity of communication systems by multiplexing and
demultiplexing the OAM modes [12]–[14].

Due to the unique OAM mode shape, ring-shaped high-
index fiber is widely used for OAM-based fiber devices
and communications systems [15], [16]. The ring fiber’s
annular shape profile makes it suitable for preserving OAM
modes, as the OAM beams also has a ring-shaped intensity
profile. With proper fiber parameter choice, maintaining
the radially fundamental mode condition could potentially
reduce the mode crosstalk and simplify the processes of
multiplexing and demultiplexing [17]–[20]. One pioneer
research has shown the capability of transmitting 1.6-Tb/s
data-carrying OAM modes over 1.1-km ring fiber without
using multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) technol-
ogy [5]. Another latest research shows the aggregated capac-
ity of 2.56-Tb/s data-carrying 8-OAM modes over 50-km
specially designed ring-core fiber, using only modular 4× 4
MIMO equalization [21]. Recently, air core ring fiber has
been proposed and experimentally demonstrated [22]–[26],
which enhanced the stability for OAM modes [27]. Due to
its improved index contrast between the high-index ring and
air core regions, more OAM modes can thus be supported.
Latest study showed that 32 OAMmodes can be supported in
a single-ring fiber [28]. By further using the multi-core fiber
concept, multi-ring micro-structured fiber was designed to
support up to 646 OAMmodes in the C band [29]. A laudable
goal would be to enhance the index contrast among core,
ring, and cladding regions, to further increase the number of
supported OAM modes.

In this paper, we propose and design an air-core fiber with a
single As2S3 high-index ring. Due to the large index-contrast
among the low-index air core, high-index As2S3 ring, and
the SiO2 cladding, this structure can support a record high
number of OAM modes in a single fiber. By adjusting the
fiber structure, including the air-core and the ring width,
we study the influence of the different fiber parameters on
the total supported OAM mode number. According to the
results, the hollow silica fiber with a 55-µm air core and
a 0.45-µm thickness of As2S3 ring is designed to support
fiber eigenmodes up to HE365,1 and EH297,1. This provides
1322OAMmodes at 1550 nmwhile maintaining single radial
mode condition. In another design, a hollow silica fiber with
a 55-µm air core and a 0.35-µm thickness of As2S3 ring,
can support more than 1004 OAM modes from 1260 nm to
1625 nm, covering O, E, S, C, and L bands. It is the highest
number of OAM modes ever supported in an optical fiber to
the best of our knowledge.

II. CONCEPT AND FIBER STRUCTURE
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of OAM mode multiplexing
into air-core As2S3 ring fiber, in which the OAMmodes with
different l states can be transmitted simultaneously. Here,
we propose a specially designed fiber with an air-core and
a high-index As2S3 ring region to better guide the OAM
modes. The cross section of the designed ring fiber is also

FIGURE 1. Concept of OAM mode multiplexing and cross-section of the
air-core As2S3 ring fiber.

shown in Figure 1. To increase the refractive index contrast
between different fiber materials, a hollow air-core is thus
chosen for a lowest possible refractive index 1. Furthermore,
we select As2S3 (n = 2.4373 at 1550 nm) and SiO2 (n =
1.4440 at 1550 nm) as the materials of the ring region and
cladding regions to achieve large index contrast. The ring-
core fiber design increases themode effective refractive index
difference, and thus significantly reduces the intermodal cou-
pling. The large material index-contrast among the cladding,
the core, and the ring region enables a large effective-index
separation among the HEl+1,1 or EHl−1,1 mode of the same
|l| family, which potentially reduces the modal crosstalk and
facilitates stable transmission of OAM modes. This struc-
ture design and material choice is feasible, as chalcogenide
thin-filmfibers have beenmanufactured in practice [30], [31].
According to the As2S3 material loss [32], the optical loss is
several times larger than 0.03 dB/m at 1550 nm. Furthermore,
previous experiment result has shown that relatively low loss
0.012 dB/m at 3000 nm and 0.014 dB/m at 4800 nm can be
achieved in As2S3 multimode fibers. Moreover, the fabrica-
tion of this air-core ring fiber can be realized via modified
chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) [25], [28], where the
hollow core diameter is controlled during the fiber drawing
process to achieve the target value. The deposited As2S3
region is relatively thin, so that only the radially fundamental
modes are supported, which can make the multiplexing and
demultiplexing of the OAM modes easier and results in a
good mode separation. Moreover, we choose a 125-µm fiber
cladding diameter, the same as the standard single-mode
optical fiber (SMF).

III. MODE PROPERTY
In Figure 2(a) one can see that the simulated distributions of
the normalized intensity and the phase for OAMl,1 modes
(|l| = 1, 2, 4, 6, 8) in the fiber (r1 = 1 µm, 1r =
0.45 µm), which are composed by the even and odd eigen-
modes. The upper color bar stands for the intensity level of the
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FIGURE 2. (a) The normalized intensity and phase distribution of the
supported OAM modes in the air-core As2S3 ring fiber (r1 = 1 µm,
1r = 0.45 µm). (b) The normalized intensity and phase distribution of the
OAM364,1 mode in the air-core As2S3 ring fiber (r1 = 55 µm,
1r = 0.45 µm).

normalized field strength of the OAM modes, while the
bottom color bar represents the phase change of the OAM
modes. The profiles indicate that the OAMmodes still remain
the shape of the ring-like intensity distribution and the phase
distribution of the OAMl, 1 mode shows a 2lπ phase change
azimuthally. Besides, the intensity and phase distributions
of the OAM364,1 mode (OAMl−1, 1 = HEevenl,1 +i×HE

odd
l,1 ,

l = 365) which is the maximum supported OAM mode at
1550 nm is depicted in figure 2(b) for the designed fiber with
r1 = 55 µm and 1r = 0.45 µm.

In the following, we further investigate the OAM mode
number variations in the designed air-core As2S3 ring fiber
with different ring widths (1r) and air-core radii (r1) by using
full-vector finite-element-method (FEM). We first study the
OAM mode number (composed by HEevenm,1 + i×HEoddm,1 or
EHevenn,1 + i× EHoddn,1 ) that can be supported in the fiber with
different air-core radii. The previous researches have shown
that maintaining the radially fundamental mode condition can
help avoid the modal crosstalk between the OAM modes
of the first radial order and the higher radial order OAM
modes. And we find that the ring width should be kept
less than 0.45 µm to maintain the radially single-mode
condition. As shown in Figure 3(a), the supported OAM
mode number increases gradually with ring widths which
could be explained that the fiber with larger ring width has
more radial space. Then we further investigate the OAM
number supported in the fiber with different air-core radii as
shown in Figure 3(b) and we note that the supported OAM
mode number increases 50 times from 20 to approximately
1000 with r1 from 1 to 55 µm, which is due to the increased
azimuthal space. The air-core ring fiber with r1 = 55µm and
1r = 0.45 µm can support 1322 OAM modes at 1550 nm,
in which the highest order eigenmodes are HE365,1 and

FIGURE 3. (a) OAM mode number supported in the air-core ring fiber as a
function of the ring width (1r) with different air-core radii (r1). (b) OAM
mode number supported in the air-core ring fiber as a function of the
air-core radius (r1) with different ring widths (1r).

EH297,1 respectively. Thus, enlarging the core radius is amore
efficient way to increase the supported OAMmode numbers.

Figure 4 illustrates the supported OAM mode number as a
function of wavelength with different ring widths, in which
the solid line means maintaining the radially single-mode

FIGURE 4. OAM mode number of the air-core ring fiber with r1 = 55 µm
as a function of wavelength with different ring widths (1r).
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condition and the dot line means that radially high-order
mode appears. The radially single-mode condition starts from
1460 nm and 1530 nm for 1r = 0.4 µm and 1r =
0.45 µm, respectively. One can see that approximately 1000
OAMmodes can be supported over a broadwavelength range,
while maintaining the radially fundamental mode condition.
Larger 1r gives more supported OAM modes at a certain
wavelength, but radially high-order mode will appear from
a shorter wavelength. The designed air-core ring fiber (r1 =
55 µm, 1r = 0.45 µm) can support more than 1220 OAM
modes across C and L bands (from 1530 nm to 1625 nm),
while more than 1004 can be transmitted across O, E, S, C,
and L-band (from 1260 nm to 1625 nm) using the designed
fiber with r1 = 55 µm and 1r = 0.35 µm. The fiber with
larger1r can support more OAM modes, but with sacrificed
single-mode operating range. Consequently, there is a trade-
off between the single-mode condition bandwidth and the
supportedmode numbers. This provides and effective manner
for increasing the transmission capacity by using moreWDM
channels.

Figure 5 (a) illustrates the effective refractive indices (neff )
of some OAM modes supported in the fiber as a function of

FIGURE 5. (a) Effective refractive index and (b) dispersion of the air-core
fiber with parameters of r1 = 55 µm and 1r = 0.45 µm as a function of
wavelength for different vortex modes.

wavelength with fiber parameters of r1 = 55 µm and 1r =
0.45 µm. One can see that the effective refractive indices
of the modes decrease as the wavelength increases and the
maximummodes of HE and EH supported by the fiber across
C and L bands can be up toHE340,1 and EH271,1, respectively.
A number of the previous researches have suggested that the
effective index difference between the adjacent modes should
be maintained above 10−4 to assure the good separation
and avoid the crosstalk [28]. According to the simulation,
the refractive index difference of the nearest-neighbor fiber
eigenmodes rises up with the mode order. According to the
simulation, the effective index differences of the few adjacent
low-order eigenmodes are unable to separate enough, but for
the most eigenmodes, the condition is achievable. Besides,
the effective index difference between HE340,1 and EH271,1
reaches to approximately 3.3 ×10−3, which can achieve the
stable transmission of OAM modes at 1550 nm. Moreover,
the simulation result shows that theEH1,1mode turns out after
more than 150 HEmodes as shown in the Figure 5 (a), which
can be explained with the fact that the high index contrast
between the air-core and the ring leads to the larger index
difference. The relatively large effective index differences
between HEl+1,1 and EHl−1,1 can avoid them to be degen-
erated into LP modes.
Figure 5 (b) shows the dispersion characteristics of the

eigenmodes that form OAM modes in the corresponding
structure of the fiber. As seen in the figure, the chromatic dis-
persion increased from -442.23 to more than 8000 ps/nm/km
as the mode order becomes higher at 1550 nm. The value of
dispersion is larger than traditional fiber due to the As2S3
material dispersion. Noted that although the dispersions of
the high-order modes are very large, OAM dispersion com-
pensating fiber (DCF) with large negative dispersion can be
potentially used to compensate them [14]. Furthermore, chro-
matic dispersion can also be compensated by the digital signal
processing (DSP) in the coherent optical communications
systems [33].

IV. FIBER ELLIPTICITY AND BENDING
Strain, stress, twist and other perturbations imposed on the
ring fiber may lead to fiber deformed (i.e. ellipticity and
bending), inducing polarization mode dispersion (PMD) and
birefringence. Moreover, the OAM modes are made up of
two fiber eigenmodes, in which the even and odd modes of
HEm,1 or EHn,1 with a ±π /2 phase shift compound an OAM
mode, thus, the fiber ellipticity and bending can also make
a difference in the mode profile and purity of OAM modes
as they can bring differences to the two fiber eigenmodes’
propagation constants.

In the following, by fixing the wavelength at 1550 nm,
we further research the influence on the property of the
OAMmodes while the high-index ring region has nonperfect
circularity (ellipticity) or the fiber bends. We find that the
fiber ellipticity and bending have most significant impact
on the effective refractive indices of the EH1,1 mode and
HE1,1 mode, respectively. Figure 6(a) illustrates the effective
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refractive index difference (1neff ) between the even and odd
fiber eigenmodes of EH1,1 as a function of the ellipticity of
fiber with different air-core radii (r1). The simulation results
show that the fiber ellipticity has less impact on the fiber with
larger inner radius. Figure 6(b) illustrates the effective refrac-
tive index difference between the even and odd fiber eigen-
modes of HE1,1 as a function of the fiber bend radius with
different ring’s inner radii. In contrast to the fiber ellipticity,
the simulation shows that the smaller inner radius, the higher
tolerance to the fiber bend radius. In sum, the designed fiber
with larger air-core radius is more tolerant to ellipticity and
more sensitive to the fiber bending, thus, we should choose
proper air-core radius according to different applications.

FIGURE 6. (a) The effective refractive indices of fiber eigenmodes of
EH1,1 as a function of the fiber ellipticity with different air-core radii (r1).
(b) the effective refractive indices of fiber eigenmodes of HE1,1 as a
function of the fiber bend radius with different air-core radii (r1).

Figure 7(a) shows the effective refractive index difference
between the even and odd fiber eigenmodes as a function of
the fiber ellipticity with r1 = 10 µm and 1r = 0.45 µm.
The profile and purity of the OAM mode can be degraded by
the effective refractive index difference between the even and
odd fiber eigenmodes which is caused by the fiber ellipticity
and fiber bending. We note that the high-order OAM modes
(composed by the even and odd modes of HE32,1, EH30,1,

FIGURE 7. The effective refractive indices of the OAM modes in the
air-core ring fiber with r1 = 10 µm and 1r = 0.45 µm as functions of
(a) fiber ellipticity and (b) fiber bend radius.

HE67,1, EH55,1) have stronger tolerance to the fiber ellipticity
than that of the low-order eigenmodes (composed by the
even and odd modes of HE2,1, HE5,1, EH1,1, HE6,1, EH3,1,
EH4,1). This is because that the high-order OAMmodes have
more azimuthal periods in their transverse field distribution,
which could mitigate the effect from fiber ellipticity. For
low-ordermodes, with the increase of the ellipticity, the effec-
tive refractive index difference between the even and odd
fiber eigenmodes also increases. As the air-core ring fiber
has 2% ellipticity, the maximum effective refractive index
difference of the EH1,1 mode is approximately 2.84× 10−3.
For high-order OAMmodes, the simulation results show that
all the effective refractive index differences between the even
and odd fiber eigenmodes are around 1× 10−10.

Figure 7(b) shows the effective refractive index difference
between the even and odd fiber eigenmodes as a function
of the fiber bend radius. One can see that for low-order
modes, the effective refractive index difference between the
even and odd fiber eigenmodes increases as reducing the
bend radius from 100 to 3 mm, while the high-order OAM
modes show more tolerance to the fiber bending. This can
also be explained that the high-order OAMmodes have more
azimuthal periods, thus, they are more stable as the fiber
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FIGURE 8. 2π walk-off length and 10-ps walk-off length for different
OAM modes in the air-core ring fiber with r1 = 10 µm and 1r = 0.45 µm
as functions of (a) fiber ellipticity and (b) fiber bend radius.

becomes deformed. The maximum effective refractive index
difference for the HE1,1 is 1.34×10−3 as the fiber has 3-mm
bend radius.

The ellipticity and bending of the fiber cause the effective
refractive index difference between the even and odd fiber
eigenmodes that forms an OAMmode. Such effective refrac-
tive index difference can affect the temporal walk-off effect
upon propagation. Figure 8 (a) and (b) depict the walk-off
length variations for different OAMmodes in the air-core ring
fiber with r1 = 10 µm and 1r = 0.45 µm as functions
of fiber ellipticity and bend radius with r1 = 10 µm and
1r = 0.45 µm. Here, we use two parameters, 2π walk-off
length (L2π ) and 10-ps walk-off length (L10ps), to describe the
intra-mode walk-off of the OAM modes in a deformed fiber.
They can be expressed as

L2π =
λ

neveneff − n
odd
eff

(1)

L10ps =
c×1t

neveneff − n
odd
eff

(2)

where λ is the wavelength, c and 1t are the light velocity
in vacuum and the temporal walk off time, respectively.
[18], [19]. Moreover, neveneff and noddeff are the effective refrac-
tive indices of the even and odd eigenmodes, respectively.
We note that the high-order OAM modes show longer 2π

walk-off length and 10-ps walk-off length than that of the
low-order OAM modes. Moreover, for the low-order OAM
modes, as the fiber ellipticity becomes larger or the fiber bend
radius becomes smaller, both 2π walk-off length and 10-ps
walk-off length decrease.
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